First-year yield trials in large maize breeding programs involve many diverse lines and many trials but very limited replication and environments/ management scenarios. Later-stage trials focus on testing fewer top lines but more testers and environments/management scenarios to assess adaptation. Thus, an optimized breeding scheme should focus on quickly discarding the worst lines and targeting testers and environments/management scenarios for adaptation.
In an article recently published in Crop Science, researchers analyze a dataset of 156 yield trials encompassing 2,022 diverse African breeding lines typed with 66,000 singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNPs). The team showed that genomic marker-based prediction significantly outperformed pedigreebased prediction. The lines could be classified to five subpopulations, and cross validation showed that prediction across subpopulations, testers, or management scenarios would be challenging. Given a good representation of subpopulations, testers, and management scenarios, though, genomic prediction could be a viable option to partially replace first-year yield trials given that genotyping is getting cheaper than phenotyping.
This study points the way to a use of genomic markers that can increase the efficiency of maize improvement despite the diversity of the genetics and environments targeted.
Adapted from Edriss, V., Y. Gao, X. Zhang, M.B. Jumbo, D. Makumbi, M.S. Olsen, J. Crossa, K.C. Packard, and J. Jannink. 2017 
Two-Part Genomic Selection Strategy
Genomic selection has the potential to greatly increase the rate of genetic gain in plant breeding programs. However, it is unclear how to cost-effectively implement genomic selection in plant breeding programs.
In an article recently published in Crop Science, researchers at The Roslin Institute and NIAB in the United Kingdom propose a two-part strategy for cost-effective implementation of genomic selection in breeding programs developing inbred lines.
The strength of the two-part strategy is that it combines multiple breeding philosophies from both plant and animal breeding within a flexible framework. These parts are: (i) a population improvement component to develop improved germplasm through rapid recurrent selection and (ii) a product development component to identify new inbred varieties or parents for hybrids using traditional breeding program designs.
Through stochastic simulation, the researchers showed that their strategy can generate nearly twice the genetic gain of breeding programs with equal budgets and time frames using alternative genomic selection strategies and more than three times the genetic gain of a breeding program not using genomic selection. The researchers outline several additional modifications that could be made to the two-part strategy that could enable even greater rates of genetic gain.
The newly proposed strategy could greatly increase the performance of existing plant breeding programs.
Adapted from Gaynor, R.C., G. Gorjanc, A.R. Bentley, E.S. Ober, P. Howell, R. Jackson, I.J. Mackay, and J.M. Hickey. 2017. A two-part Overview of the two-part program with preliminary yield trial (PYT) genomic selection (2Part) and two-part program with headrow genomic selection (2Part+H). DH, doubled haploid; GS, genomic selection; AYT, advanced yield trial; EYT, elite yield trial. The number of DH lines per cross (N) differs for each breeding program to maintain equal operating costs.
